Graph clustering is a fundamental problem that has been extensively studied both in theory and practice. The problem has been defined in several ways in the literature and most of them have been proven to be NP-Hard. Due to their high practical relevancy, several heuristics for graph clustering have been introduced which constitute a central tool for coping with NP-completeness, and are used in applications of clustering ranging from computer vision, to data analysis, to learning. There exist many methodologies for this problem, however most of them are global in nature and are unlikely to scale well for very large networks. In this paper, we propose two scalable local approaches for identifying the clusters in any network. We further extend one of these approaches for discovering the overlapping clusters in these networks. Some experimentation results obtained for the proposed approaches are also presented.
Introduction
Identifying clusters in complex networks is difficult and has attracted a lot of attention in recent years as well as in the past, especially in computer science community, statistical physics community [31, 28] , biological community [39] and applied mathematics community. Popular examples include the food webs, metabolic networks [4, 39] , protein interactions [37] , Internet and world wide web [7, 10] , communication and distributed networks, and the social networks [42, 29] . To extract clusters in such networks, one typically chooses an objective function that captures the above intuition of a cluster/community as a set of nodes with better internal connectivity than external connectivity. Generally, the objective is typically NP-hard to optimize exactly [24, 12] , one employs heuristics [12, 8] or approximation algorithms [3] to find sets of nodes that approximately optimize the objective function and that can be understood or interpreted as 'real' communities.
In this work, we have explored random walk based techniques and tried to improve their performance by some heuristics which are very popular in statistical physics community. The heuristics seems to help algorithm converge faster than usual on several standard datasets containing upto 30 million nodes.
Related Work
The earliest attempts dating back to the seventies were based on local search, with the KernighanLin heuristic [17] achieving the best results in this class. Spectral methods [14, 15, 36] , which found widespread use in the eighties, compute eigenvectors, which are embeddings of the graph onto the real line. In the early nineties, the linear programming methods were shown to find better cuts [22] than Kernighan-Lin and the spectral method but were too slow to be used. In the mid-nineties, a multilevel heuristic embodied in the package METIS was introduced [16] . This method is very fast and produces cuts that are almost as good as those obtained by linear programming based methods in practice.
An optimization version of clustering, Sparsest Cut Problem has been extensively studied. The Sparsest cut problem is to bipartition the vertices so as to minimize the ratio of the number of edges across the cut divided by the number of vertices in the smaller half of the partition. This problem has been proven to be NP-Complete [24, 41] . Leighton and Rao [24] used linear programming to obtain O(log n) approximation of the sparsest cut. Arora, Rao and Vazirani [3] improved this to O( √ log n) through semidefinite programming. Faster algorithms obtaining similar guarantees have been constructed by Arora, Hazan and Kale [1] , Khandekar, Rao and Vazirani [18] , Arora and Kale [2] , and Orecchia, Schulman, Vazirani, and Vishnoi [33] . Other related problems which have been extensively studied by theoreticians are Balanced Min-cut problem and Densest Subgraph problem.
In early 2000, some min-cut based techniques were suggested that essentially iteratively finds the min-cut in the graph and removes it to form partitions [11, 13] . Few years back, modularity based approach suggested by Newman [12] from statistical physics community gained a lot of popularity mainly because of being practical and being able to quantify the goodness of a cluster. Later it was shown that maximizing modularity is an NP-Hard problem [6] however the naive greedy approach has been shown to work well in practice.
In many networks such as social networks or author collaborative network, one expects a node to be in more than cluster. Hence we further look onto to unveil this overlapping structure in the networks. One of the first attempts to obtain the overlapping community structure of a graph appears in [21, 35] . The approach in [35] is based on retrieving all cliques of the graph; however, this operation turns out to be prohibitive for large graphs. A more efficient algorithm is given in [21] , which finds communities by maximizing a certain fitness function. Recently, a very comprehensive study is carried out by Kovcs, Palotai, Szalay and Csermely [19] where they propose and evaluate the efficiencies of several methods that aim to discover the overlapping community structure in both directed and undirected graphs.
Local Clustering
A graph algorithm is a local algorithm if given a particular vertex as input, at each step only examines the vertices connected to those it has seen before. The use of a local algorithm naturally leads to the question of in which order one should explore the vertices of a graph. While it may be natural to explore vertices in order of shortest-path distance from the input vertex, such an ordering is a poor choice in graphs of low-diameter, such as social network graphs [25] . A natural inclination is then to choose neighbours randomly or the vertices which come first in the random walk. Our proposed approaches are based on this inclination which has been used for clustering in the past [38] .
Our choice of choosing vertices randomly or considering probabilty distributions is further strengthened by the following results. Earlier, Meila and Shi [23, 27] had shown that the normalized cut of a graph, one of the variants of graph conductance, can be expressed in terms of the transition probabilities and the stationary distribution of a random walk in the graph, thus linking the mathematics of random walks to those of cut-based clustering. Orponen and Schaeffer [34] in turn expressed the absorption times of a random walk in a graph in terms of the eigenvectors of the graph's Laplacian and use their locally computable approximation of the Fiedler vector [32] to obtain an approximation of the absorption times. This links the random walks to spectral clustering, which relates to cut-based methods. Recently, Teng [20] introduced a Laplacian Paradigm for designing nearly linear time and scalable algorithms which discusses a lot of theoretical aspects of these approaches.
Problem Definition
Let G = (V, E) be any undirected network, then a cluster S of G is a subset of V that is richly intraconnected but sparsely connected with the rest of the graph. The quality of a cluster can be measured by conductance which is defined as the ratio of the number of external connections to the total number of connections.
Let E(S, V − S) be the set of edges where an edge e = (u, v) belongs to this set if u ∈ S and v ∈ V − S or vice versa. Let d i be the degree of i th vertex, then the volume µ(S) of any set S ⊆ V is defined as sum of degrees of every vertex in S. The conductance is formally defined as :
The conductance of the graph G is defined as the minimum conductance over the conductance of all subsets S of V . The subset S defines the cut and the partitions defined are S and V − S. Clustering is thus presented as an optimization problem : Given an undirected graph G and a conductance parameter, find a cluster C such that Φ(C) ≤ φ, or determine no such cluster exists.
Graph Preprocessing
We have introduced self loops in the transition probability of the given graph G and the graph is therefore assumed to be ergodic. A graph is said to be ergodic if aperiodic and irreducible. Introducing self loops ensures aperiodicity and the fact that graph is undirected and connected ensures that it is irreducible.
Proposed Approach
The paper suggests two approaches for the clustering problem and extends one of these approaches to discover overlapping clusters. The underlying observation behind these approaches is that a random walk started at some vertex v will initially be trapped in the cluster to which v belongs. Thus carrying out this process again and again for walks of some length, we will revisit the nodes in the cluster of v more frequently. One of the primary motivation of such random walk based algorithms comes from the fact that was implicit in the analysis of the volume estimation algorithm of Lovasz and Simonovits [26] that one can find a cut with small conductance from the distributions of the steps of the random walk starting at any vertex from which the walk does not mix rapidly. However when the algorithm based on above intuitions were carried by us on various networks, it was observed that a large number of iterations are required to find good clusters and to ensure convergence. We therefore extend this naive approach so as to give good results in less time.
Distribution Based Approach
Informally, conductance of any set S defines the probability of going out of set S given that we are in set S. Since we do not know the cluster S apriori, we try to estimate set S by trapping ourself heuristicly within some set X. The set X can be thought of as an estimation of S that is likely to improve as the algorithm progresses. The approach considers a probability distribution vector which is initially concentrated on the vertex v whose cluster we are trying to find. This distribution is then evolved based on the transition probabilities of the network. The transition probability from any node x to any node y are strongly aperiodic and is defined as follows for any network:
if y is a neighbour of x 0 otherwise
For the exposition of the ideas the approach is formally given below in a more readable manner without ignoring the implementative issues.
Algorithm 1 Distribution Based Approach(vertex v)
1: Construct the probability matrix P. The initialization step in the algorithm is basically capturing the fact that the random walk starts at vertex v and as the walk progresses the probability of walker to be at different states is captured in distribution vector. Note that in each step a truncation step is performed. In absence of truncation, the distribution vector will converge to stationary distribution vector of the network in a long run. The truncation ensures two things: one is that the experiment remains local i.e. the random walk is allowed to diffuse in the network in a constrained manner and the other is that instead of starting a new walk as was done in previous approaches, we reinforce the elements that seems going out of cluster/community back into it. Thus this reduces the number and length of run(s) of the experiments. The parameters in truncation plays a dominating role for controlling the cluster size of the network. If the parameter is small then vertices having less belonging to that cluster will also be included in the cluster. We also define a belongingness measure here for each vertex v, which is the ratio of distribution of the node v to the distribution of the node which is presently the centre of cluster. Note that since the probability distribution is changing abruptly due to truncation step, the process described above doesn't seems to be a associated with a single/fixed random walk. However, we observe experimently that the values of distribution vector converge for a fixed value of parameter α.
Adaptive Walk Based Approach
This approach is inspired by Wang-Landau algorithm [40] from statistical physics community. The problem that we faced in random walk based naive approach is that the walk may escape through the cluster and so we need to perform it again from starting. These things are bound to happen in ergodic networks as any markov chain tries to mix such that the corresponding distribution acheives the stationary distribution. Therefore for a network having small or moderate mixing time, the naive approach may require high number of iterations. We observe that if we increase the incoming probability for those vertices which we have visited earlier then we may be able to trap the random walk into some local minima which would ideally be the cluster itself. Therefore the task is to redefine the probabilities at certain interval of walk, so that the random walk is trapped inside the cluster of the starting vertex. The Wang-Landau algorithm in some sense does the reverse of this by defining transition probabilites such that the random walk does not trap in local minima. For theoretical reasons, the Wang-Landau algorithm is not a markov process but has been adapted to a markov process recently. There are some converging issues with this algorithm for various networks which has been resolved in the physics community [43] . We have not yet studied the implication of similar modifications theoretically in our approach and is an interesting problem to look at.
In the adapted approach, each vertex has an associated energy value. The probability of transition from node u to node v is defined as:
The new adapted approach is described as follows: The random walk function above chooses the next vertex randomly based on the current vertex and the transition probability. The value of f in the Wang Landau algorithm was kept equal to e = 2.71828.., and was then slowly decreased with further iterations. In the experiments, we performed we started with a low value of f around 1.3 and then increased it to higher values. One natural question that emerges out of this is when should the value of f be changed. Though there is no correct answer for this, it depends on the size of community we want to find. The algorithm is actually defining some loose boundary for lower values of f then it is filtering again with higher values of f . After readjusting f , the current vertex is reset to the original vertex for which the algorithm was called. The values of parameter α and β is chosen low(small constant) and high respectively. There are still some convergence issues in this approach for any arbitary network(s) both experimentally and theoretically.
Overlapping Clusters
A node in a network may belong to more than one cluster in a network. These overlapping structures can easily be observed in our social lifes. Thus a natural extension to the clustering problem is to find the overlapping clusters in a network. We used Fuzzy C Means Clustering to resolve the problem and obtained good results. Fuzzy c-means is a method of clustering which allows one piece of data to belong to two or more clusters. This method (developed by Dunn in 1973 [9] and improved by Bezdek in 1981 [5] ) is frequently used in pattern recognition. It is based on minimization of the following objective function:
over variables u ij and c with Σ j u ij = 1. The degree of fuzzification is controlled by parameter m ∈ [1, ∞). u ij is the degree of membership of x i in the cluster j. x i is the i th d-dimensional measured data point. c j is the dimension centre of the cluster j. || * || denotes the similarity between any measured data and the center.
Fuzzy partitioning is carried out through an iterative optimization of the objective function. The first approach suggested in this paper defines distribution of each vertex u when any vertex v is chosen as its center. Several distribution value(s) are obtained for each node by varying the centres. These values are then treated as vector x which is required in the objective function mentioned above. the cluster centre c is also well defined in the above process. We then use l 2 norm as the similarity measure for our purpose. The degree of fuzzification was varied through some values till it ended in a local minima for the objective function defined above. The number of dimensions of vector x can be varied here and for small networks, the best one of them can be chosen as a solution based on some objective function.
Experiments
In this section, we are not referring to the overlapping clustering scheme unless specificly mentioned. There are numerous evaluation creterion analogous to different objective functions which have been used in literature. When we talk of evaluation of any clustering algorithm, the following two issues are expected to be addressed:
1. How good is the quality of the clusters? 2. How quickly can these clusters be computed?
An inherent question in second issue is how much parallelizable/distributive/scalable is the algorithm?
Quality of Clusters
We use modularity to measure the goodness of the cluster(s). Given a graph G = (V, E), where m = |E|, let S ⊆ V and the number of edges whose both end-points are in S be m S . We define the modularity f (S) of a set S as 1 4mS (m − E(m S )), where E(m S ) is the expected number of edges in the random graph with same node degree sequence such that edges have both end-points in S.
We carried out experiments on some of the existing datasets to give an idea of how these approaches score against one of the best existing approach due to Newman. We carried out experiments on various datasets and have listed some of these in table 1. The data sets are not very large datasets because the greedy algorithm based on maximizing modularity is an O(n 2 log n) time algorithm for sparse graphs. It is to be noted that there are some controlling parameters in the approaches suggested by us. These parameters become important when we are not sure of community sizes. Also in approach 2 there are some scaling factor desicions to be made whose timings we are ignorant of. This turns out to be the bottleneck problem for the performance of the approach 2.
Time Required to form Clusters
The datasets choosen for these experiments are from [30] . The results presented in this section are for orkut named dataset which has over 3 million nodes and around 118 million edges. All the results, we present have been obtained from a single core processor. The time required by the adaptive random walk based approach has not been discussed due to the uncertained parameters in this approach. This is because though the method is very local but it's convergence is still a issue for massive networks.
The timing results for the distribution based approach is shown in figures 1, 2, 3, 4 followed by the some examples of convergence in figures 5 , 6. All the figures 1, 2, 3, 4 show the average relation between the number of iterations and the time taken. The first iteration usually requires around 24 seconds due to file read operation. It is to be noted that the computation time increases with lower parameter value but later stablize. Also if the community size is less than 2000, then the computational time required for finding one cluster is around 10 seconds. Thus it take few hours at most to naively compute all the clusters. Using architects like CU DA or other parallel environments, we expect the algorithm to terminate within some minutes.
There is another and more important issue of convergence of these approaches. We note that for very large networks, the distribution based scheme does seems to converge well however the same is not true for the adaptive walk based scheme mainly due to the reason of being heavily parametrized. The figures 5,6 show the convergence of values in distribution vector for a particular node in distribution based approach.
Overlapping Clusters
We consider the famous network from the social science literature, the 'karate club' of Zachary [42] ( figure  7) . The network is of particular interest because, shortly after the observation and construction of the network, the club in question split in two as a result of an internal dispute. We apply the fuzzy c-means based algorithm and discover a third overlapping community apart from these two which are mostly the vertices lying on boundaries of the two original sets(will update soon with coloured pictures).
Conclusion
We have proposed two approaches for the graph clustering problem in undirected graphs. There are still some improvements that can be expected in adaptive walk based approach which might improve it's convergence. We also suggested an approach for finding overlapping clusters in these graphs. It would be interesting to see how these approaches with appropriate modications can applied to directed graphs. 
